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New view
by Madeleine Lau , Asia Vision Technology, Hong Kong

Vehicles containing disposable
construction waste will be
weighed before they unload. The
owner of the vehicle will be charged
according to the disposal weight

Innovative use of ALPR means the technology has a
bright future – and not just for road tolling

s traffic increases, solutions need to
be found in four main areas: traffic
flow analysis, congestion, checkpoint surveillance and vehicle security management. License plate recognition technology is ideal for these tasks.

A

Take a trip
The Trip Ticket system (TTS) project is an
innovative example of fleet management and
charging enabled by Asia Vision Technology’s
(AVT) Automatic License Plate Recognition
system (ALPR) to facilitate the waste management implemented by the Civil Engineering
and Development Department (CEDD) in
Hong Kong.
Before the application it cost the land
developers and contractors nothing to dispose of construction waste. In support of the
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A vehicle profile and
license plate number
matching system
provides video
surveillance for
security control at
tolls, borders and
restricted areas

Waste Management Campaign initiated by
CEDD, AVT provides OCR expertise for the
TTS by deploying ALPR at six landfill locations where the license plates of authorized
trucks are recognized and information transmitted to TTS for further processing.
The vehicles containing the construction
waste are weighed before and after they dispose of their load and the weight difference is
cross referenced with the license plate number
and recorded in the database. The truck owners receive a payment statement issued
directly from CEDD within a month.
In view of the average daily traffic flow of
1,800 vehicles, the deployment of TTS is ultimately to prevent human error and corruption, as well as to help traffic flow and reduce
waiting time. In addition, the daily transaction review report provides a significant
source of information for traffic flow analysis
to form a basis for future planning of traffic
flow management. AVT is playing a leading
role as the main contractor in the TTS project,
including the following areas: system design
and consultation, project management, TTS
application development, ALPR, network
design and operator training.
On the bridge
The innovative use of visual technology for
Vehicle Identification and Classification (VIC)
has been proposed for the Stonecutter Bridge
application. This idea is composed of four
sub-systems designed for speed detection,
vehicle length measurement, vehicle tracking
and gap measurement. Only one high-resolution digital camera is required to carry out
these functions for a six-lane application at
the bridge. No external triggering device is
necessary to capture the traffic data and the
customized Visual Analysis Software will
function as the core of the system to cater for
the needs of different road environments and
ITS applications.
SAFETY ENHANCEMENT
In addition to enhancing the safety of road
users, AVT has developed another device
named VECON Speed, an efficient and accurate system applying license plate recognition
technology to measure vehicle speed on a
point-to-point basis. The device can transmit
the captured license plate numbers, triggered
time and images to the control room, thereby
providing quick access to road-traffic data. To
tie in with Checkpoint, a comprehensive
automated ALPR system for highway and
surveillance, the road safety and surveillance
capability will be heightened immensely.

VECON-TYPE is a vehicle image processing
and pattern recognition system

The captured images for Trip Ticket System
deployed by CEDD

To enhance checkpoint surveillance and
vehicle security management, AVT has a portable radar-enabled license plate number recognition system that is tailor-made for speeding vehicle surveillance. It offers dual video
channels to recognize vehicle license plate
numbers for full view image capture. This
portable device is named Mobile Police and it
curbs the infringement of traffic offences such
as red light running, illegal stopping and illegal U-turns.

toll collection operated in car parks, however,
it will be a brand new concept to collect tolls
for road use during peak hours. For instance,
vehicle drivers will have to pay extra charges
for road use in restricted zones, highways or
borders in order to solve the existing challenges of flow during peak periods and traffic
law enforcement.
Apart from the above, AVT’s VECONMatch and VECON-Type are enhanced applications developed based on the pattern recognition technology. VECON-Match is a
vehicle profile and license plate number
matching system that enables alert signals to
be sent when the vehicle images do not match
with the license plate number. This application can enhance vehicle surveillance together
with VECON-Type, another advanced vehicle
image processing and pattern recognition
system that has been designed to empower
surveillance capabilities. Pattern recognition
technology is sure to play a more significant
role in the future development of intelligent
traffic systems. n

ITS solutions in the long run
In the long run ALPR will continue to be a
cost-effective application to provide intelligent solutions to traffic congestion around
the clock and under all weather conditions.
To meet the demands of car park operators,
Asia Vision Technology has developed various devices including VECON-VIS, JANITOR, MATCH and VLS. By using ALPR technology, the journey time of each vehicle
between recognition points in a given area
can be measured. Like the existing practice of
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